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n the two-month Anniversary
of the Divine Mahasamadhi of
Beloved Bhagavan Adi Da, on
January 27, 2009, a special Puja was
offered at His Seat outside of Picture
Perfect at 5:05 P.M. The following
Instruction about His Mahasamadhi was
Given by Bhagavan Adi Da on November
20, 1975, and was recited at the Puja.*
AVATAR ADI DA SAMRAJ: All I am Doing
is Being Present. I do not have any material or
mechanical influence upon you whatsoever.
And yet, these experiences occur. Well, that is
the Law. They happen without My intentional
involvement with the mechanics of things.
And as this influence arises during My life,
it will also continue to arise after My life. That
influence is not other than Me. I am the Root of
it in My Specific Function, Which is fundamentally unspeakable and not definable, but which
is nevertheless Real, Concrete, and Specific.
My Function is Absolutely Identical to the
Divine. However, My Function is not, in Itself,
bound to the mechanics of things. The mechanics of things reveal My Specific Function as
efficiently as a computer.
It remains with those whose connection is
with Me, even those who are now on this Earth
and who do not know Adi Da Samraj in the
Body. That Influence is Working on them at
this moment.
They are having dreams, they are having
experiences because of My Work. And, yet,
they have never read a book about Adi Da Samraj, have never heard about Him, have never
seen Him in a vision that they can remember.
Nevertheless, My Work with them is just
as specific as it is with you who know Me in
this Body. And it is the same after the death of
This bodily Form. The only apparent difference
is that My Influence continues without the
Agency of My bodily (human) Divine Form,
without any Appearance whatsoever of Adi Da
Samraj in the manifest planes.
The Work of My Manifestation in this
bodily Form is to establish this Transcendental
Connection to devotees, to establish individuals
as devotees in relationship to Me.
Then, after the physical death of My bodily
Form in this gross plane, those who have known
Me in the Body will relate the transforming
events of their sadhana to Me.
But their transformation will not involve
My specific and conscious intervention any
more than dreams involve My specific and

conscious intervention now while I am alive.

Above: Adi Da Samraj Grants Darshan in front of Picture Perfect, January 11, 2008.
Below: Entrance to Picture Perfect, during the Puja on January 27, 2009.
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*On February 27, 2009, as part of the Commemoration of the three-month Anniversary of Bhagavan Adi Da’s Divine Mahasamadhi, a sacred Chronicle created
by Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani was read. See “Happenings” section, Page 17, for further information on this remarkable work in progress.
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Will be Shown March 4-8 at the SCOPE New York Art Fair
Praise the

Divine Light of All and all, Bhagavan Adi Da Love Ananda Samraj
LA Contemporary Gallery will show Bhagavan Adi Da’s Image Art fabrication of Orpheus
and Eurydice (see Image below) as the feature of their display booth at the SCOPE New York
art fair, March 4th - 8th, 2009.
FIRST VIEW: Wednesday, March 4th, 3:00 pm - 9:00 pm, for all VIPs and press or $100 donation
at the door. SCOPE NEW YORK HOURS: Thursday March 5th – Saturday March 7th, noon – 8:00 pm;
and Sunday March 8th, noon – 7:00 pm. GENERAL ADMISSION TICKETS: $15. Students $10.
LOCATION: LINCOLN CENTER DAMROSCH PARK, 62nd Street and Amsterdam (10th
Avenue), New York, NY 10023. LA Contemporary Gallery: Booth #A06. FOR MORE
INFORMATION: http://www.scope-art.com/Index.php/new_york
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A devotee’s pilgrimage

This leela comes from a woman in the Southeastern
U.S. Region of Adidam who became Bhagavan Adi
Da’s devotee less than a year ago. This is her
personal account of traveling to Naitauba for the
first time, for a 10-day pilgrimage retreat during
the Vigil following the Divine Mahasamadhi of Adi
Da Samraj.

different process for me, and, altogether, it
was quite an adventure for me to go to Naitauba so quickly. I felt very compelled to go.
We arrived on a Monday evening, and
it was already dark. We were invited to go
up to The “Brightness”, where Adi Da had
been buried the day before, but I was so
tired from the long journey and the
seasickness pills I’d taken that I don’t
remember much.
The next day, we were again invited
to go up to The “Brightness” to chant, hear
recitations of Bhagavan’s Word and
whatnot. This time I went up, and I found
that The “Brightness” is quite an incredible
and special place. It’s exquisite, and you
can’t put into words the energy there. It’s a

Naitauba sunrise

When I heard the news on Thursday,
Thanksgiving Day, that Adi Da had left the
physical body, I went into shock like
everyone else.
Then I heard we were all invited to
Naitauba. I had wanted to go for some time,
so when I heard this I immediately made
travel arrangements. Two days later I was
on a flight to Fiji along with a lot of other
devotees. The flight itself stood out to me
because it was very rough, very bumpy. I
was not worried but I remember the
bumpiness.
I’m a new devotee, not even a year
old. So my emotional state was different
from a lot of devotees. I was saddened and
affected by the news of Adi Da leaving the
physical, but because I’d never had personal
contact with Him, I was not in a mourning
state like those who’d had a lot of personal
contact with Him. I was in shock, but it was

Approaching The “Brightness”

“bright” feeling—not like a kundalini
energy. It is truly exquisite. As we
approached The “Brightness” Temple, we
walked around it three times, then sat down
and listened to recitations and chanted. We
did this each day for the next few days.
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The chanting took me out of myself.
It was a very effective means to enter a
receptive frame of mind. And it was so
beautiful sounding that it opened me up.
This opening allowed me to sense and feel
the energy descending there.
It was during such an occasion that I
became aware of the appropriateness that it
was the Thanksgiving time of year. It was
not a coincidence that it was Thanksgiving
because it was so appropriate to receive the
whole event in gratitude.
Adi Da’s Incarnation is such a
mystery and an absolute utter Grace. I find
it the most inspiring thing ever, the most
amazing and Hopeful event ever to have
occurred. So it felt totally right that Avatar
Adi Da’s Passing be on Thanksgiving.

me that the physical stuff didn’t matter
because my attention was drawn Elsewhere.
In the evenings there were kava
ceremonies with the Fijians, and that was
interesting, to participate in the Fijian
culture. And it moved me to see the Fijians’
true and real respect in how they related to
Adi Da. That really struck me. There was a
culmination at the lovo ceremony that
occurred four days after Bhagavan was

Performance by native Fijians, Naitauba, 2008

Above: Adi Da, circa 1940, New York
Below: Adi Da Samraj, November 21, 2008

When I was at The “Brightness”, I felt
absorbed. The weather was hot, even
dangerously hot, and the island itself is
physically challenging. However, it struck

interred. A lot of Fijians came from Ciqomi1
and from many other islands because they
recognized Adi Da as Tui or chief, and they
came to pay their respect in the Fijian
manner. But there was no feeling of
separation between Fijians and devotees—I
felt everyone was in it together. It felt very
open and I think everyone’s hearts blended
together. There was an energy or mood
there of peaceful, calm energy that seemed
to be patting us on the back, saying, “It’s
okay.” It felt wonderful to be a part of that.
This was exactly one week after Adi Da
Passed.
There were two things going on for
me then. There was the process of the
Mahasamadhi, and of retreat, for which
there was a general daily schedule, but it
was loose compared to a regular retreat.
One evening, just as I was about to go
to sleep, I remembered I Had left something
in Temple Adi Da. I didn’t want to leave a
personal item in the Temple, so I went back
to get it. When I walked in, I saw that there
was only one person in there, and she was
getting up to leave. She offered me her
1

Ciqomi is the Fijian village on Naitauba Island.
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chair. Up to this point I had not been able to
properly meditate, because I need a chair to
be comfortable, and, because there were so
many people on Naitauba, all the chairs
were always taken, so this was the first time
I’d had one, plus I was there alone, which
was also unusual.
I sat down, and it was maybe one
minute, when I had this Insight, a direct Gift
Given to me. It was direct because there was
no build-up to it; it was Given instantly. It
enabled me to see things arising to my
attention and what I typically did with
everything that arose. I saw that what I did
was take what arose and essentially call it
“my experience”. I modified what I
observed arising by making it my
experience. And there was Instruction that
came hand-in-hand with this Insight. If I
don’t add my usual activity of identifying
what arises as “mine”, and just let things
arise, there is a whole different feeling about
everything.
I faintly remembered something
similar from when I was young. So this
Instruction felt familiar, but it was so free
from feeling like a “me”.
It was very interesting. It stayed with
me quite strongly over the next couple of
days—I was able to not do that activity, and
also notice more readily when I did do it. It
felt like a prison when I was doing it. The
activity was a way of clouding everything
up. This Instruction was a huge Gift
because I found I can go back to that
moment at any time.
There was a point a couple days later
when I noticed the magnitude of this Gift. I
was in Temple Adi Da again, and there was
a presentation by Ben Grisso, who gave his
account of being in Picture Perfect when
Avatar Adi Da Passed. A slideshow of the
Interment was also shown, so it was a very
emotional presentation. I noticed that when
I did not clamp down on what was arising,
and made use of the Gift I had received,
there was no feeling of loss. It struck me
there were two ways of perceiving: when I
looked at the photo of Adi Da in the Temple
I saw there was no separation, so there was
no loss; “loss” is not even relevant at that

point. But if I identified with my body and
clamped down, then I would feel the loss.
The last day I was there, boat trips
around the Island were offered, so I did that,
and it was really the neatest thing. You

Naitauba Island

could really see the island from out on the
water. It was a different perspective and I
could see how profound the place is. It is
really profound. That Island is literally
Ecstasy, a Spiritual Wonderland—profound
and Sublime; I could see the Ecstasy
pouring off of it. When I was there on the
Island and walking around being myself, I
could also sense the Ecstasy, but this new
perspective highlighted it. I would say, if
you are on Naitauba and aren’t experiencing
that Bliss, you are doing something that is
preventing that, because it is definitely there.
It was really neat. A Sacred place for sure.
I would also say that for anyone who
has never been it is a place you really should
go to at least once in your life. I can’t really
put it into words. It is the kind of place you
would want to visit at least once. It is a
physically challenging place but nonetheless
you get beyond that because you are drawn
into Beloved and the Real world.

For those who can’t make it to Naitauba, there
is an Adidam East Coast retreat happening in
May. See “Happenings”, Page 17.
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The Early Years with Bhagavan
Part Two
By Bruce Burnham

Bruce Burnham (in blue shirt) with Adi Da Samraj, circa 1975, at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary

“I don’t even remember how long it went,
maybe 15 or 20 minutes. He got up and He left
and that was His last sitting in Los Angeles . . .”
Thus ended Part One of Bruce’s story in the
last, January-February, issue of the Adidam DC
Newsletter, telling of his first meeting with Adi
Da Samraj in January 1974 in Los Angeles, and
of Avatar Adi Da’s subsequent departure from
Los Angeles to live at the Mountain Of Attention
Sanctuary in northern California.
In Part Two, Bruce recounts the development of his sadhana with Adi Da Samraj at the
Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary, illustrated by
instructive Leelas as well as a number of
personal photographs.

I had just met my Spiritual Master, and a
whole level of seeking was washed away. I
was on cloud nine! Us devotees—we were
all young and completely happy to have
gotten hooked up with Beloved Adi Da.

Even having just arrived, I was
immediately assigned service—that’s how it
was in those days. At this time, there was a
big transition happening—Adi Da was in the
process of moving to the Mountain Of
Attention Sanctuary, which had recently
been acquired by the community. Another
devotee and I were told to go to His house
and pack some of His art for transport up to
the Sanctuary. He lived at that time in a
house in Laurel Canyon, a secluded,
bohemian neighborhood up in the
Hollywood Hills. We followed directions
up winding Laurel Canyon Boulevard, found
the place, and began moving His art—
Disney art and all sorts of other spiritual art.
It was incredible: paintings, drawings,
oriental statuary, figurines—I was really
feeling the preciousness of these beautiful
objects that had been chosen by Adi Da and
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touched by His hands. Then we drove His
art all the way to the Mountain Of Attention.
I was surprised at this service, because I had
only been in the Work about four days,
about the same amount of time as the other
devotee driving!
Arriving at the Mountain Of Attention,
we delivered the priceless cargo, went to
check in, and, I, incredibly, got assigned to
act as a security person at Adi Da’s House,
now called “The Manner of Flowers”. It
turned out that I was the security guy
because I was brand new. Everyone else
would go down to Ordeal Bath Lodge, the
natural hot springs baths on the Sanctuary
property, with Beloved Bhagavan—30 or 40
people at that time. He would talk there for
many hours and people would ask Him
questions. There was a lot of fun there, too,
a lot of dialogue and a lot of really wonderful relationship.

this, I was no longer the newest guy in the
work and was replaced.
Then I began to go to Ordeal Bath
Lodge every night with Beloved Adi Da.
The schedule was: meditation in the
morning followed by service all day—the
Mountain Of Attention, with all its old
buildings and extensive grounds, needed a
tremendous amount of work. In the evening
we would again meditate, in what is now
part of Beloved Adi Da’s Sukra Kendra, for
a long time known as Temple Eleutherios,
next to the kitchen. Then, after meditation,
Beloved Adi Da would say, “To the baths!”
and we’d all go down there. So there was a
tremendous amount of access to the Guru,
and in a very lovely, lovely way!

Adi Da with devotees at Ordeal Bath Lodge

But while everyone else was at the baths
with Adi Da, I was in back at His House;
which actually was fine with me. It fit right
in with my desire to be sitting in the Guru’s
Presence without having to deal with His
demand, as I felt it in the form all the
different people and activities happening
around the Guru, which I wasn’t capable of
dealing with then. So, I was happy to be
there.
Nobody told me anything about what I
should and shouldn’t do, so I had to figure it
out on my own. I thought that I probably
should not meditate in His bedroom, so I
used to sit at the edge of His bedroom door,
which was always open. I would sit there
and peer into the room. It was just so alive
and thick with His Siddhi! Anyone who has
been in The Manner of Flowers, or any of
His Residences, knows this. And if you’ve
ever been in His bedroom, you know it’s
particularly potent. But after a week or so of

“To the baths!”
Yet, it wasn’t too long before I began to
have doubts. Being of a scientific bent and a
mind-oriented person, I began to wonder,
“Can I do this?” It was so intense living in
the Master’s Company, especially considering that I had moved from my life in the
world directly onto the Sanctuary where I
was seeing Adi Da every day. The first
meeting is one thing: He gives you the
“Beauty Foot”, but then you get . . . the
“Power Foot”2—all sorts of demand: the
requirement to be conscious, to function, to
be clear, energetic and strong, when often
there is only the desire for the opposite—to
get away and indulge yourself and forget it
all. So, yes, I was feeling the heat, and
2

Adi Da Samraj has described two primary aspects of
his Relationship with devotees as a nurturing “Beauty
Foot”, and a challenging “Power Foot”.
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doubt started creeping in. First I doubted
my capability to practice, then I began to
doubt Adi Da Himself. I would ask myself,
“Has He actually transcended the ego,
utterly, under every circumstance?”
With my active mind, I came up with a
plan: I would not leave, but I would observe
Adi Da under every single circumstance I
could—looking for anything, just a splitsecond of self-consciousness, anything to
show me that He wasn’t totally Realized.
You know how you can tell when someone
is being self-conscious? You can feel it
about them, maybe catch it in their eyes? So
this was my “asana”, my stance, for a time.
I would like to be able to say I did the
practice that Adi Da taught, of turning to
Him with all the faculties, but I can’t.
Ironically, though, my self-created method

(“garbage”) inherent in the world of possible
experiences (“the Goddess”), even subtle,
mystical experiences. There was a lot of
partying, a lot of high spiritual experiences
on the part of a lot of ordinary people, and a
lot of consideration. And Beloved Adi Da
was just animated every which way. You
know if anybody is going to be selfconscious, you’re going to be able to catch
them at it at some point, especially, say,
during a wild party.
But I never did find that moment of selfconsciousness in Avatar Adi Da; it never
happened. And I did reach a conclusion: I
was never going to find any self-consciousness in Adi Da, and I was just going to have
to be there, and deal with the wild, woolly
brute that we all were. And it was really
wild and woolly with the people Bhagavan

“Garbage and the Goddess . . . There was a lot of partying, a lot of high spiritual experiences on
the part of a lot of ordinary people . . . Beloved Adi Da was just animated every which way.”
did serve very well to keep my attention on
the Guru. I knew it wasn’t the recommended practice, but it was the best I could
do under the circumstances. Thus I continually observed Beloved Adi Da, feeling great
enjoyment in the process, under the most
varied and often extreme circumstances.
Those early days in 1974 were a period
that was later named “Garbage and the
Goddess”, referring to the delusions

took on in those days, myself included.
Only the True Maha-Siddha could have
dealt with what was laid at His Feet back
then! That’s the truth!
In any event, I got past my doubts and
was able to become more and more involved
with the basic practice. As I mentioned, we
meditated in the morning, and there was
always a Darshan in the evening, sometimes
at the baths, and often in Temple Eleuth-
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erios. We would arrive in the Hall around
seven o’clock at night, and soon Beloved
Adi Da would arrive. He always spent the
first 10 or 15 minutes scanning the room,
and Blessing people in that way: eye to eye.
There was a lot of eye contact. I have to
say, He was just beautiful to see this way!
Everyone who has been in Darshan with
Him will know what I mean.

up pretty much at the same time—and saw
Adi Da was sitting there, with His eyes
closed. It was the first time He’d had His
eyes closed in all those sittings! No one
knew what to do! But gradually, one by
one, the masks came off. It was a whole
new form of losing face! Some people held
out to see if He would finally open His Eyes,
but . . . He didn’t open His eyes for the
entire meditation. As I said, this had never
happened before.
Later I talked with the devotee who had
masterminded this prank. “What happened?” I said. “Did you ever find out?” He
said, “Yeah, I couldn’t stand it. I ran up to
Bubba [Adi Da] after Darshan and I told
Him what we’d done, and did He know? I
was sure He did, and that’s why He had

A Darshan occasion with
Adi Da Samraj, 1974

One day, a devotee, I won’t mention his
name, came up with the idea that our entire
motley group of 40-50 twenty-something,
year-old devotees should play a trick on
Beloved Bhagavan, and we all went along
with it. The idea was that that night, as we
entered the Hall, we would be handed one of
those Groucho Marx masks, the kind with
the glasses and the nose and the moustache
all in one piece. We would hide the masks
under our meditation pillows, and then when
Beloved Adi Da entered, and we all bowed
our heads to floor, we would surreptitiously
pull out the masks and slip them on. Back
in those early days, we loved to make the
Guru laugh. It was a kind of puja we were
involved in, being in relationship with Him,
not really as the devotees we aspired to be,
but as the social egos we actually tended to
be. As undeveloped as we were as spiritual
aspirants, it was about all we were capable
of.
Adi Da arrived and, as He seated
Himself, we all bowed and quietly put our
masks on; then all 40 or so of us came back

Adi Da Samraj with devotees, circa 1974

hadn’t opened His eyes.” He said Bubba
laughed hilariously and said, no, He had no
idea! He did say, “It’s strange, though,
because as I was preparing for Darshan this
evening, I had the thought that I should put
on this fake moustache somebody had just
given me; but, you know, it was just a
fleeting thought.”
This incident epitomizes Bhagavan Adi
Da’s way of spontaneously working with
people, undermining us in a way that was
incredibly humorous. He was involved in

Avatar Adi Da with
musician Ray Lynch,
1975
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“He was involved in everything with us, plain old.”
Bhagavan Adi Da playing volleyball with devotees, 1976. Bruce is standing in the far corner.

everything with us, plain old. I remember
chicken fighting in the water at the baths
with Adi Da on my shoulders; it was a very,
very playful time—undermining, hysterical,
and we didn’t “one up” the Guru in the least.
Back then, I was very involved with
meditation—actually more than I should
have been. I was aware that I was using
meditation to avoid difficult feelings that
came up for me being around all the
personalities and hurly-burly in the Guru’s

Company. I’d meditate for a long time
every morning and then be back in the hall
for hours every night. No one ever really
criticized me for this; it was more just a
personal awareness of limitation. However,
one day Bhagavan Himself “caught” me at
it. It’s interesting how the Presence of the
Guru undercuts all the rules, all the right and
wrong. Leaving the Hall mid-morning, I
was in a totally happy state—it had been one
of those meditations, kind of rare, actually,

“I was very happy to see Him. It was one of those times when I wasn’t self-conscious,
wasn’t trying to be a certain way; I was just totally happy to see Adi Da.”
Adi Da Samraj (far right) with devotees in front of Great Food Dish, now Darshan Adytum, 1975.
Bruce is second from left.
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when I was really, really, feeling Bhagavan
Adi Da. It was about 10:00 o’clock; I had a
banana in my hand, taken from the prasad
bowl in the Hall. And I walked right into
Him; He was there outside of the kitchen.
He just looked at me; I was very happy to
see Him. It was one of those times when I
wasn’t self-conscious, wasn’t trying to be a
certain way; I was just totally happy to see
Adi Da. Standing there, He reached out and
took my hand, and He held it for the longest
time. Some male devotees walked up, and
Bhagavan held my hand there while He
reviewed the day’s projects with them. He
was incredibly human, compassionate and

Avatar Adi Da with ashtray, asking “Do you
know what anything is?” during “Indoor
Summer” Teaching Demonstration, 1976

“Indoor Summer”, 1976. Bruce delivers a homily on Bhagavan Adi Da’s
Divine Ignorance talk. Adi Da, seated on the dais, commented, “You have the
obligation to enlighten everyone in the room—and you’re boring them.”

friendly. I remember that whenever He
would leave the Sanctuary for an outing,
everybody would line up, and He would hug
every single one of us. You did not miss the
arrival and departing Darshan! They were
quite something.
This was all His Play in terms of letting
us know, particularly types like me with a
very mentalized approach to spirituality, that
it was all about relationship to the Guru. He
was constantly serving us in life in these
relational ways that made this point, more
and more and more strongly. Having come

out of the Hall that morning at ten o’clock
with a banana prompted Him to give me a
name; and I was for a short while called
“Ten O’clock Banana”.
The number ten was coming up for me
in a very peculiar way around this time;
oddly enough, I actually had a vision one
day of ones and zeros flying out of my heart.
Avatar Adi Da soon gave me another name,
“Mineola Tenth”. Then He decided that was
too feminine, and started calling my intimate
Mineola Tenth. I began to serve a lot in the
accounting department, and, dealing with all
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those numbers, I wondered sometimes if, as
some believe, our method of numbering
developed on the basis of the number ten
because people have ten fingers and ten toes.
One night we were gathering at Adi Da’s
House very late. We had been drinking, and
He had been talking all night with us. It was
one of those wonderful moments in which
things are winding down, and everybody is
feeling the afterglow of His wonderful Discourse, and everything feels just . . . perfect.
There was a good number of us there in the

looked at me fully, and, without missing a
beat, said, “When you can be one and
nothing at the same time, you will
understand the number ten.” If I had any
remaining doubts about Who He is, they
were gone in that moment!
One day in 1975 I was invited to a
dinner with Beloved Adi Da. This was the
first time this had happened, and I was really
looking forward to it. Then, that afternoon,
out of the blue, another devotee asked me if
I could drive down to San Francisco to pick
up an art piece for Adi Da. Something had
come up for him, and he wasn’t able to do it.
I said, “Sure, I can do that.” I hopped into
his van and drove the three hours south to
San Francisco and found the art. It was a
rather large piece, all crated up, and it just
barely fit in the back of the van; lying flat,
its sides were touching the sides of the van.

Avatar Adi Da with devotees, listening to the
music of Ray Lynch, circa 1975

living room. I was sitting right next to Him
on the couch, actually with my arm around
Him. We were swooning, just swooning,
rocking back and forth. I could see the
whole room; everybody was sunk in His
Love-Bliss. My face was inches from His,
and I don’t know what possessed me, it was
a spontaneous motion, but I turned and

Adi Da gathers with devotees, circa 1976

looked Him straight in the eye and, my
being quite drunk, said, “Bubba, what is the
meaning of the number ten?” He looked
back at me with this twinkle in His eye, and
this incredible Love, just Blissed out. He

View of Table Rock, above Calistoga

On the way back, it started raining hard.
I was driving fast, as I really wanted to be
back in time for the dinner; I was feeling
what a really nice thing this art would be for
Beloved Adi Da to receive. The rain was
really coming down. Anyone who’s driven
the twisting roads up over the mountain
from Calistoga into Lake County knows
how slippery those roads can get. And it
turned out that this van had totally bald tires,
plus I was driving way too fast for those
treacherous switchbacks.
I don’t know how it happened, but
suddenly the van was careening wildly,
fishtailing from side to side. I twisted the
wheel back and forth trying to get it under
control, but the wheels were no longer
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gripping the pavement, and the van suddenly
shot off the road heading straight down the
mountainside! The last thing I remember is
the van flipping around 180 degrees and
sliding down sideways. This was actually a
godsend, because, long-ways, it caught on
some trees. I must have cracked my head on
the windshield, because I came to with a big
lump on my head, finding that the van had
come to rest quite a ways down the ravine.
Suddenly I thought, “Oh God! The art!”

View from mountainside above Calistoga

The van was pinned in tightly among the
trees, the doors on three sides blocked, but
the driver’s side door was free. I climbed
out. Up above on the road, cars had
stopped, and people were climbing down to
help. Except for the bump on my head, I
seemed to be okay, and some folks helped
me up to the road, and drove me to a phone.
I called the Mountain Of Attention and got
Zoe, bless her heart, a devotee who served in
the administrative office. She answered,
“Hello this is The Free Primitive Church of
Divine Communion! Please hold…” Oops!
She put me on hold for I don’t know how
long, but it was several minutes. Finally she
answered again, and I rushed to tell her what
had happened. She got some guys on the
line right away, and I told them what they’d
need. Forty minutes later they were there
with a pickup truck, cutting away the trees
that wedged in the van.
The van, we saw, had been crushed, and
the sides were pushing up against the art
crate. I was thinking, “If this painting is
cracked or damaged in any way . . .” Yet, I
could see that the only reason the van didn’t
collapse all the way is because the heavy

wooden crate was holding its sides out. I
didn’t have any idea what shape the painting
was in. Luckily, we were able to maneuver
the crate out through the back doors; then
we carried it up the mountainside in the
pouring rain, got it into the bed of the pickup
and headed back to the Mountain Of
Attention.
We arrived at the Grand Ballroom,
where everyone was gathered. This is the
building that was later known as Western
Face Cathedral, and is now called Temple
Adi Da. It is a very large space, and served
at that time as the gathering room for the
entire Ashram.
I still didn’t know what shape the art
was in, and, apprehensively entering through
the Grand Ballroom front door, saw Beloved
Adi Da way on the other side of the room,
up where His Chair is now. He saw me too,
and immediately made a beeline for me—I
suddenly felt the fear God! I had no idea
what to expect. He came up to me and
without stopping grabbed me in a massive
bear hug; and He held me for the longest
time. He made sure I was okay, and then He
asked, “What about My Art?”

Adi Da Samraj at the Mountain
Of Attention, 1975

I said, “It’s there in the crate, Master.” It
had been taken to The Manner of Flowers,
fortunately all in one piece, and, as we
discovered upon opening it, undamaged. He
talked about it a little bit, and then He
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wanted to know what happened. Not just
the crash, but everything that had happened
that day—every detail. I began to talk,
describing each event from the time I got up
that morning to sliding off the road and
going down the mountain. I told him about
the devotee who hadn’t been able to pick up
the art, and about Cheech, a devotee who
had loaned me the shoes I was wearing, not
a significant detail in itself, but then Cheech
was known for having car accidents . . . .
Overhearing our conversation, the
devotee whose place I’d taken doing this
service confessed that he’d had a dream the
night before about a van going off a cliff!
He said he thought he could forestall that
possibility by not going himself. Well! And
then there were the other players, including
Zoe, who had put me on hold for so long .
Bhagavan wanted the whole cast of characters—it turned out there were nine of us
involved in this episode—and wanted to
know every twist and turn in the story.
After dinner, Beloved Bhagavan gave an
exquisite Discourse about art, its philosophical underpinnings, and its ability to be
more than an accessory to egoic existence,
but to reveal the oneness, or Prior Unity, in
all of life. Devotees swooned as this very
Prior Unity opened as Reality, with the
Master’s words. I have to say that I was just
so relieved that the art had survived in one
piece, and that, for the time, was my idea of
oneness!

Adi Da Samraj, circa 1975

Bruce closed his story with a brief
account of his romantic involvement with a
female devotee, their hopes for a beautiful
wedding ceremony like another devotee
couple had recently received, and of their
sudden 1:00 AM marriage, April 7, 1975, in
bed sheets, at Adi Da’s behest, and of the
marriage of another couple later that day
who, clad in shrink wrap and standing high
above the ground on a forklift, took their
vows directly from Adi Da Himself, and of
the “reception” that followed: the famous
“Vanilla/Chocolate War” Talk3—and a
totally mad, no-holds-barred food fight in
which everyone in the Ashram participated,
and everything in the Ashram kitchen was
used, including 50 pound sacks of flour,
leaving everyone knee deep in muck with
Beloved Adi Da right in the middle of it all.

Bhagavan Adi Da at a devotee wedding, Guru Day,
1974. Bruce is wearing dark glasses, behind Adi Da.

Bruce related how he and his intimate
served as “coins” for many of Adi Da’s
considerations of the emotional-sexual
dimension of egoic life, especially regarding
their romantic and householder idealism,
the quality of their commitment to each
other, and their ability to remain “single”
with the Guru in the midst of their relationship with each other4. Bruce mentioned that
an exchange between him and Adi Da from
one of these considerations became the basis
for Chapter Ten in the book The Way That I
Teach—significantly, another reference to
the number ten.
3
This talk is excerpted in Adi Da’s 1982 book, The
Bodily Location of Happiness, beginning on page 15.
4
A future installment of Bruce’s Leela will feature a
full account of Bhagavan Adi Da’s work with
devotees in the emotional-sexual area.
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He concluded:
I have so much more that I could say.
But I’ll end with one Leela that happened in
the mid-1980s. I hadn’t been in Bhagavan’s
Company for a few years; He had been on
Naitauba, and I was living as a householder
in Marin County with my wife and our
child. We were still very much associated
with Beloved Adi Da’s personal Circumstance service-wise, but were not living
close in during this time. I started having
what felt to me to be very deep meditations.
I was feeling Bhagavan strongly, and I
started feeling energy and the sensation of
the heart on the right.5 “Is this real?” I
wondered, or am I just deluding myself. I
had been around long enough to know that
such self-delusion was a real possibility,
and, reluctant to bring it up to anyone and be

told that, I kept it to myself. But still I felt
it, the deepening meditation, the heart on the
right; I started feeling it more and more.
One night, I was read some transcribed notes
from Adi Da in which He had talked about
me. Understand that I hadn’t told a soul
about my meditation experience, not even
my wife, nobody! He said, “Tell Bruce the
energy he is feeling on his right side is just
energy, and he should just meditate on Me.”
This changed my orientation radically about
the relationship with the
Guru in terms of how
personal it can actually be
even if you are not in His
physical company! I’ll
leave it at that, and thank
you very much.
Bruce, 2009

“. . . it was really wild and woolly with the people Bhagavan took on in those days . . . .
Only the True Maha-Siddha could have dealt with what was laid at His Feet back then!”
Bruce holds a deepa lamp as Adi Da Samraj is borne in procession by devotees, circa 1979.
5

The “heart on the right”, the third of the three
“stations of the heart” described by Avatar Adi Da,
represents the causal dimension, the origin of attention
itself. The left side of the heart is the locus of the
gross, waking condition, and the middle section is
associated with the subtle, psychic dimension.
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HAPPENINGS
eave it at that, and thank you very much.

February 27 in Fiji marked the three-month commemoration of Bhagavan Adi Da’s Divine Mahasamadhi.
Sacred Pujas, broadcast live to devotees worldwide, were performed honoring new Murtis that had been Installed at five Holy Sites at
Adi Da Samrajashram. The day was further honored in a unique and wonderful way, by the presentation of a Chronicle written by
Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani, titled:

THE DIVINE MAHASAMADHI OF HIS ETERNAL DIVINE PRESENCE,
PARAMA-SAPTA-NA ADI DA SAMRAJ, NOVEMBER 27, 2008
By Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani Naitauba, in eternal devotion to
His Divine Presence Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj, the Supreme Reality Incarnate,
Who Has Been Doing Divine Work in the cosmic domain in all the eons of time
The Chronicle is an extraordinary account of every aspect of Bhagavan Adi Da’s Divine Mahasamadhi, starting from His period of
Seclusion at the “Brightness” in 1999 up to the actual Event of the Divine Mahasamadhi itself in Picture Perfect on November 27,
2008, and then extending through the Vigil at Aham Da Asmi Sthan, the Interment at The “Brightness”, and the many sacred
occasions that have occurred on the Island since the Interment. Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur gives her personal testimony and
Leela of all these Events, and her understanding of their profound significance.
A work in progress, this Chronicle will include contributions from devotees and friends everywhere. Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur
is inviting everyone to participate by writing of their own experience relative to Beloved Bhagavan’s Divine Mahasamadhi, to create
a very complete record of this Event for all time. The Chronicle will eventually be produced in print.
If you have a Leela that you are moved to write and submit, please send it to info@adidamdc.org.

A D e l i ca t e B a l a n ce — i n h o n o r a n d r e co g n i t i o n o f A v a t a r A d i D a S a m r a j . A n d a ca l l f o r h e l p . . .
by Irene
About a week prior to His physical Passing, Avatar Adi Da Samraj watched a documentary called A Delicate
Balance. He placed it on The Basket of Tolerance, His overview of the Great Tradition of human spirituality and
culture, and asked all His devotees to see it before Thanksgiving, the very day He took Divine Mahasamadhi.
Because of the close conjunction in time between seeing the documentary at Adi Da’s suggestion and His
Mahasamadhi, I became moved to show it to public audiences as a way of passing on the torch of the film’s
powerful message, and honoring Avatar Adi Da’s human Incarnation.
A Delicate Balance is about the health of our planet, the foods we eat and the health of our bodies. It
recommends a vegan diet based on the chemistry and physiology of the human body and recent scientific health
discoveries, and shows the destruction to the planet caused by the cultivation and creation of our food. A Delicate
Balance contains much new material that debunks myths of protein, illness and health. Even though I’ve been a
vegetarian for over 20 years, I learned a lot from this information-packed documentary. You can watch the trailer
at: http://adelicatebalance.com.au/trailer.html. You can also watch the documentary online for $4.95 (using the
same link). Thus far in the DC area, two showings have been offered in Takoma Park and two in Richmond; one in
Silver Spring will be scheduled and announced soon.
Lastly, the call for help. I would like to continue showing this documentary throughout the Southeastern
Region as a means to honor the life and work of Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj. Please contact me if you are moved to
help host a showing or if you can recommend a venue in your area, or have any questions about this project. I look
forward to hearing from you. You can contact me at Irene@adidamdc.org. I am sure Adi Da would be touched if
we could show this documentary in all the major cities in the Southeastern Region of Adidam, which extends from
Philadelphia to Miami, over to New Orleans and up to Louisville.
In other news: the Vegetarian Society of Richmond featured a profile of A Delicate Balance in its January-February 2009 newsletter, as well as book
reviews of Green for Life by Victoria Boutenko and Green Gorilla by Adi Da Samraj, submitted by Jackie Harwood-Flammia, a Richmond devotee.

East Coast Spring Retreat!

Based on the Wisdom-Teaching of Adi Da Samraj
Friday Evening, May 22nd – Sunday Afternoon, May 24th

WINDHAM RETREAT CENTER
WINDHAM, NEW YORK
Copyright 2009

A weekend retreat at Windham affords the opportunity to deepen your relationship
to Bhagavan Adi Da—in a serene setting nestled in the heart of the northern
The Avataric SamrajyaCatskills
of Adidam Pty
Ltd, as trustee
The Avataric Samrajya
of Adidam.
All rights reserved.
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conducive
toformeditation,
relaxation,
refreshment
and rejuvenation.
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Adidam Worldwide Web Directory
www.adidam.org - Main Adidam site including links to all
other primary Adidam sites. Extensive explanations of Adi
Da and Adidam with supporting audio, video and flash
presentation. Audio and video on the Global Ashram,
Teachings and Art of Adi Da. Links and explanation of
Revelation Magazine, Laughing Man Institute and
upcoming events. Links to all local Centers with contacts.
Links to bookstore and Mummery Enactment excerpts.
www.adidamdc.org - Site for those in the Washington, DC
area. Includes local newsletter and events calendar.
www.adidam.com - Original Adidam site with links to all
main sites and readings, Dharma.
www.global.adidam.org - The Adidam Revelation online
free publication. Links to podcasts, book excerpts, other
main Adidam sites and free CD offering, “The Liberating
Word of Avatar Adi Da Samraj”.
www.aboutadidam.org - Extensive teaching material on
fundamentals. Testimonial and stories from devotees.
Readings. Link to monthly newsletter. Link to events.
www.daplastique.com - The Art of Adi Da Samraj.
Includes biography, review, gallery, exhibit information
and ability to purchase art pieces. Also links to other
Adidam Sites.
www.kneeoflistening.com - Simple site with easy ability to
purchase The Knee of Listening and links to other Adidam
sites.

www.easydeathcom - Site dedicated to the book Easy Death
with ability to purchase. Essay and audio/video excerpts and self
study course.
www.adidam.tv - Extensive book excerpts, essays and
explanations of The Way of Adidam. Translations of writings in
many languages. Testimonials. Free CD offer and links to events.
www.murtis.com - Source for purchase of photographs of Adi
Da for devotees and non- devotees.
www.dawnhorsepress.com - Place to purchase books, audio, and
videos. Excerpts and essays. Video and audio clip showings.
www.mummerybook.org - Adi Da’s multimedia play that points
to spiritual reality through participatory theatre. Includes trailers,
photos and interviews.
www.fearnomorezoo.com - The zoo’s main site. Includes photos,
leelas, gift shop, wisdom about trees (essays), links to main sites.
www.VisionofMulund.org - Education and resources for
fostering human and spiritual growth in children and young
adults based on Avatar Adi Da’s Instruction. Includes events,
courses, gallery, library, bookstore and place for members of
Adidam Youth Fellowship.
www.adidambiennale.org - Site about the Biennale exhibit in
four languages: English French, Italian and Dutch.
www.adidamacademy.org - Education site.
www.adidaupclose.org - Personal perspectives on Adi Da and
Adidam by devotees.
www.ispeace723.org - Site devoted to the World Work of Adi
Da and His Vision of the Global Cooperative Forum

The Adidam Academy
Adi Da stands in unique relationship to all traditions of human wisdom. His Realization and His Way have no precedent.
All Academy courses are purposed to enable you to connect with the Reality-Transmission of Adi Da Samraj and
benefit at heart in relationship to Him. For a full description of courses and information on how to enroll, visit
www.adidamacademy.org.

New from The Dawn Horse Press
“Something new must emerge. . . . A new mode of social contract . . . an egoless
mode . . . based on cooperation, tolerance, and universal participation and
accountability.”
—Avatar Adi Da Samraj, Not-Two Is Peace
The Dawn Horse Press just produced the most remarkable gift from His Divine
Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj: the new, expanded edition of Not-Two Is Peace. This
third edition includes a new section of “Principles”, many new Essays, and Bhagavan
Adi Da’s Final Address to humankind, Spoken on the day of His Divine Mahasamadhi.
Furthermore, in October of last year, Bhagavan Adi Da requested that one of His
Divine Images be placed in Not-Two Is Peace—so a beautiful, full-color fold-out
Image appears after page 256.
As you may know, Beloved Bhagavan Adi Da recently said that Not-Two Is Peace
(which He described as His Instruction “relative to the political and social issues of the
first three stages of life”) is one of the five Principal Books of His “Forever
Comprehensive Seventh-Stage Address to all-and-All”.
$14.95

Order from www.dawnhorsepress.com or by calling 877-770-0772 or 707-928-6590.
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New from The Dawn Horse Press, Cont.
The Dawn Horse Press is pleased to announce four new music CDs!
A wonderful devotional music CD from Antonina Randazzo.
$16.95
As many of you know, Antonina has participated in numerous
Sacred Offerings to His Divine Presence, Sapta Na Adi Da
Samraj, over the years. This is her first CD. It is a remarkably
beautiful and powerful compilation of her own compositions,
offered in devotional praise and worship of the Divine Heart
Master. It also includes traditional Indian songs that she has
sung to Beloved Bhagavan on several occasions. Here are some
words from Antonina about her new CD:
“As a member of the Adidam Sacred Music Guild, I have had the Graceful opportunity to
participate in countless Sacred Musical Offerings for Adi Da Samraj over the years. In October of
2005, I offered a piece I wrote called 'Come To Me' in a Darshan occasion at The Mountain Of
Attention Sanctuary. It was recorded live and is on this CD. It also inspired the title for the CD
as it was a most Potent occasion of His Divine Blessing Transmission.
"There are four other songs that I composed using Bhagavan’s Word and three traditional Indian
pieces are also included. One is 'Khandana Bhava Bandhana', which was written by Swami
Vivekananda and was one of Adi Da’s favorite pieces. I offer these devotional songs in
contemplation of Sapta Na Adi Da and in worship and praise of Him.”
The CD is ideal for playing in devotional or contemplative occasions, and for healing and
massage treatments.
Breath of Devotion is a remarkable new recording made during
the Adi-Guru Purnima celebration at Adi Da Samrajashram in
July 2008. $16.95.
Breath of Devotion features spontaneous improvisations by John
Wubbenhorst (flutes) and Otto Probst (keyboards) played for
Bhagavan Adi Da while He was working on His Divine ImageArt. Remarkably, as they performed, Adi Da Samraj sent
frequent messages to the musicians telling them how much He
was appreciating the music and how it was combining with
the Art process. When the recording was presented to Him on
His 69th Jayanthi (Birthday), He Placed it on The Basket of Tolerance, His compendium of the Great
Tradition of human spirituality and culture.
The music is eclectic and uses world music samples of Kalimba, vibes, koto, santoor, string pads,
and related sounds. The freshness of these improvisations, along with the gentle sounds of the
waves in the background, make these recordings unique and very special.
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New from The Dawn Horse Press, Cont.
Invocation is a must-have CD! $16.95
Invocation combines modern and traditional instruments with
chant and song. Intended to create a rich soundscape through
meditative invocation, it weaves together eclectic world music
with the tradition of a spiritual practice. The result is an album
that creates contemplative calm and an invitation to feel That
Which Is All-Pervading. This CD was given to Bhagavan Adi Da
Samraj in September 2008 and became one of His personal
favorites

The Teaching Manual of Perfect Summaries $16.95
Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj recently Reviewed and Placed
The CD The Teaching Manual of Perfect Summaries on the Epitome
List of The Basket of Tolerance
CONTENTS:
1. The Five Reality-Teachings (chant) 6:06
2. The Teaching Manual of Perfect Summaries (recitation) 41:46
3. Is Happen (chant) 7:20
The Teaching Manual of Perfect Summaries is a consummate Gift
from His Divine Presence Ruchira Avatar Adi Da Samraj. The
recitation on this CD includes essential Instruction to which all Avatar Adi Da’s devotees listen
daily. Avatar Adi Da Samraj has said that it is the preliminary practice of “Perfect Knowledge”
that enables the unique process of Transcendental Spirituality in the “Radical” Reality-Way of
Adidam Ruchiradam. This CD is formally authorized for publication by the Ruchira Sannyasin
Order of Adidam Ruchiradam.
Order from www.dawnhorsepress.com or by calling 877-770-0772 or 707-928-6590.

A product-a-month subscription plan.
Subscribe to the Dawn Horse Express and receive a new book, CD or DVD each month.
$21 per month, plus $4.95 shipping & handling.

* * * PLEASE TAKE THE SURVEY! * * *
Dear Reader,
Your participation in helping to evaluate the Adidam DC Newsletter is greatly
appreciated. Please take a minute to fill out a brief online survey by clicking this link:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=UqRMEnNIvbFNWeN8EkjxRQ_3d_3d.
Thank you.

—The Editors
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March 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

7:00 PM
ASG Fairfax Debby
Ward 703-615-8486

16

17

18

7:30 PM
ASG Potomac 19
Michael Dustrude
301-762-1057
7 PM
ASG Richmond Jackie
Harwood 804-282-8770

20

22

23

24

25

26

27

29

30

31

15
7:00-8:00 PM

3C Monthly
Teleconference
218-936-7988 Code 54#

The Day of the
Four Thorns of
Heart-Instruction

21

3:00-6:00 PM
MY PASSING IS NOT THE
ENDING OF ANYTHING
The Divine Mahasamadhi of
Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj*

28

ASG = Adidam Study Group: an evening of guided study and devotional contemplation, including a devotee leela, recitation, guided meditation, and Sacred Sighting of Avatar Adi Da. For
additional ASGs and Introductory Events in the Southeastern Region, please call these local contacts: Chapel Hill: Elizabeth 919-619-7369; St. Augustine: Brenda 904-687-1634;
Orlando: Karl 321-277-4763; Gainesville: James 352-219-3984; Tampa: Nancy 813-831-4987; Atlanta: Leslie 404-378-0874; New Orleans: Sean or Leanne 985-645-0556;
Lexington: Stan 606-256-2020. *Location: Adidam DC Mission Center & Reading Room, 1707 Glastonberry Road, Potomac, MD. 301-762-1057
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April 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

11

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

15

16
7:30 PM
ASG Potomac Michael
Dustrude 301-762-1057
7 PM
ASG Richmond Jackie
Harwood 804-282-8770

17

23

24

The Great SovereignAvataric Holy Day of
the “Return” to Native
“Brightness”

19

7:00 PM
ASG Fairfax Debby
Ward 703-615-8486

20

21

22

18

THE MASTER SPEAKS:
A Celebration of the
Ruchiradam Revelation
of Adi Da Samraj*

25
The Great SovereignAvataric Holy Day of the
Establishment of the
“Radical” Reality-Way of
Adidam Ruchiradam

7:00-8:00 PM

3C Monthly
Teleconference
218-936-7988 Code 54#

26

3:00-6:00 PM

27

28

29

30

ASG = Adidam Study Group: an evening of guided study and devotional contemplation, including a devotee leela, recitation, guided meditation, and Sacred Sighting of Avatar Adi Da. For
additional ASGs and Introductory Events in the Southeastern Region, please call these local contacts: Chapel Hill: Elizabeth 919-619-7369; St. Augustine: Brenda 904-687-1634;
Orlando: Karl 321-277-4763; Gainesville: James 352-219-3984; Tampa: Nancy 813-831-4987; Atlanta: Leslie 404-378-0874; New Orleans: Sean or Leanne 985-645-0556;
Lexington: Stan 606-256-2020. *Location: Adidam DC Mission Center & Reading Room, 1707 Glastonberry Road, Potomac, MD. 301-762-1057
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